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Abstract 

Lead (Pb) and copper (Cu) contamination seriously threatens agricultural production and food safety. This study 

aims to investigate Pb and Cu induced hormetic effect and toxicity mechanisms in lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) and 

establish reliable empirical models of potentially toxic elements (PTEs) transfer in the soil–plant system. The 

content and distribution of Pb and Cu at subcellular levels in lettuce plants were examined using inductively 

coupled plasma-mass spectrometry, differential centrifugation and micro-X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. The 

PTE-loaded capacity of Pb that ensures food safety was lower than that of Cu in the studied soil, but the PTE-

loaded capacity of Pb that limits yield was higher than that of Cu. Lead in lettuce roots mainly accumulated in the 

cell wall (41%), while Cu mainly accumulated in the vacuoles (46%). The Pb and Cu were primarily distributed 

in the radicle of lettuce seeds under severe PTE stress, resulting in no seed development. Iron plaque formed on 

the root surface of lettuce seedlings and sequestered Pb and Cu via chelation. At the same concentration, lettuce 

was less tolerant to Cu in contaminated soil than Pb due to the higher activity of Cu ions in the soil. Lead was 

more phytotoxic to lettuce than Cu, however, since the radicle emerged from the seed under severe Cu levels, 

while it did not protrude under severe Pb levels. The potentially damaging effect of Pb in the visually healthy 

lettuce appeared to be higher than that of Cu under the same soil contamination level. 
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ICP-MS, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry; PTE, potentially toxic element; PCEFS, PTE-loaded 

capacity that ensures food safety; PCLY, PTE-loaded capacity that limits yield; PCKS, PTE-loaded capacity that 

kills seed; µ-XRF, micro X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy 
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Contamination of soils with potentially toxic elements (PTEs) has led to severe environmental and health 

problems globally (Mackay et al., 2013; Cai et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2020). It has been reported that the local 

children in smelter-affected areas around a copper smelter in Hubei province, China were likely under high health 

risks, up to 30.25 times higher than the acceptable healthy level, and most of the health risks were resulted from 

PTEs exposure through ingestion of food crops (Cai et al., 2019). A further risk factor for PTEs is their higher 

toxicity in animals, including humans, than in plants (DEFRA, 2002). Therefore, studying the potential risk of 

PTEs in crops is vitally important in order to reduce the intake of PTEs. 

Recent toxicology and risk assessment studies revealed PTE-induced hormesis in plants, i.e., stimulation in 

plant growth at low-doses while suppression at high-doses, which is called hormetic effect (Shahid et al., 2019). 

The biomass of plants can be increased by exposure to PTEs before reaching the threshold that would cause a 

negative effect (Yang et al., 2016; Shahid et al., 2019). It is assumed that human exposure to PTEs below the 

levels specified in official standards carries minimal human health risk (DEFRA, 2002). Since the concentration 

of PTEs in plants is not visibly discernible, humans may ingest potentially harmful levels of PTEs when 

consuming visually healthy plants (Ferri et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2019; Bandara et al., 2020). Therefore, in order 

to protect consumers against elevated exposure to PTEs through the ingestion of visually healthy crops, PTE-

induced hormetic effect for crops and their mechanisms, as well as information concerning the relationship 

between PTE contamination levels and safe food production, e.g., the exact PTE levels that meet food safety 

standards or lead to a decline in crop yields should be explored (e.g., Chen et al., 2020; Xia et al., 2020). 

Investigating the toxicity and accumulation of PTEs in crops and unraveling the tolerance mechanism of crops in 

soil-plant systems can help efforts to reduce the risk of PTE intake from visually healthy crops. 

Mwamba et al. (2016) reported that the efficiency of different alleviation strategies could vary against various 

PTEs (with different elemental characteristics) toxicity to plants. The distribution of PTEs at subcellular level 
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could directly present the level of metal intra-cellular activity, thus the extent of potential toxicity to plant (van 

Assche and Clijsters, 1990). Determining the subcellular distribution of PTEs and their localization in plant tissues 

can provide helpful information on PTE tolerance of plants and toxicity mechanisms of PTE to plants (Sokolova 

et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2018). Synchrotron radiation-based X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (µ-

XRF) and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy are often used to demonstrate remediation effects 

on PTE pollution (Wu et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019a, b) and the accumulation mechanisms of PTEs in plants (Lu et 

al., 2017b). Some studies have revealed the translocation of PTEs in plants using differential centrifugation, 

inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and µ-XRF spectroscopy (Wu et al., 2013; Sun and Luo, 

2018). The µ-XRF method can be effectively used to visualize the distribution of mineral elements in micro-

regions of plant organs (Lu et al., 2017b). Using µ-XRF spectroscopy, Lu et al. (2017b) reported a clear 

preferential localization of copper (Cu) in the meristematic zone in the root tips of rice, compared with the 

elongation zone. In response to lead (Pb) and chromium (Cr) stress, µ-XRF determined that Pb and Cr were mainly 

distributed in the cortex of the root of pak choi (Brassica chinensis L.), where they restrict transport from the root 

to the stem (Wu et al., 2013).  

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) is a PTEs-accumulating plant (Cobb et al., 2000) and is recommended for standard 

toxicity tests (e.g., ISO/CD 17126; ISO, 1995). Lettuce is one of the most consumed leafy vegetables (Kim et al., 

2016). The lettuce grown in the United States alone has been valued at over 2.4 billion USD (NAAS, 2015). 

Lettuce is also widely cultivated in China, with a harvested area of 0.65 million hectares (51.1% of the world total) 

in 2018 (FAOSTAT, 2019). In addition, Cu is an essential element for plant functioning in normal conditions, 

using active and passive transport systems during uptake, whereas Pb is a highly toxic element without any known 

essential function in plants, using passive transport systems (e.g., the apoplastic pathway or via Ca2+-permeable 

channels) during uptake (Trakal et al., 2013, 2015). Therefore, Pb and Cu are likely to present some specificity in 
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their induced hormetic effect and their toxicity mechanism in lettuce. Revealing the toxicity and transport 

mechanism of Pb (a representative toxic element) and Cu (a representative essential element) in lettuce using 

advanced techniques can show us a clearer knowledge on the health risks of different kind of PTEs via visually 

healthy lettuces intake. In the current study, differential centrifugation, ICP-MS, and μ-XRF were utilized to 

investigate the toxicity and transport of Pb and Cu in lettuce under elevated Pb and Cu levels in the soil-plant 

system. 

We hypothesized that Pb and Cu induced hormetic effect and toxicity mechanisms in lettuce are different due 

to the different elemental characteristics of Pb and Cu. This may result in different tolerance limits of Pb and Cu 

for food safety, the level that initiates a decrease in lettuce weight, and the level that indicates no seed development. 

The objectives of this study were to: (1) reveal Pb and Cu induced hormetic effect and toxicity to lettuce; (2) 

investigate the subcellular distribution of Pb and Cu in lettuce and its toxicity mechanism; and (3) explore the 

visual distribution of Pb and Cu in lettuce seeds and tissues as well as the toxicity and transport mechanism of Pb 

and Cu. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Pot experiment 

The pristine or PTEs-uncontaminated loam soil (at depths of 0–20 cm) was collected from Dareng Village 

(19.08°N, 109.06°E) in Changjiang County, Hainan Province, China. The soil was classified as Udic Ferralsol in 

accordance with the soil classification system of the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 

(with a soil texture of loam). The collected soil was amended with 2.3% (w/w) corn straw biochar and incubated 

for 3 months. The pH value of the resulting soil was 6.3, and its soil organic carbon and cation exchange capacity 

were 29.7 g kg−1 and 94.2 mmol kg−1, respectively. The concentrations of total nitrogen, total phosphorus, and 

available potassium of the soil were 1.32, 0.46, and 0.41 g kg−1, respectively. The total Pb and Cu concentrations 
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of the soil were 55.3 mg kg−1 and 9.51 mg kg−1, respectively. 

The soil was air-dried, sieved (< 2 mm), and then stored in air-tight plastic bags prior to the pot experiment. 

To prepare the contaminated soil for the pot experiment, 2 kg of each mixed soil (dry weight) was placed into a 

plastic cask, and deionized water was then added to reach the 50% water holding capacity of the soil. The aim 

was to allow the Pb(NO3)2 or Cu(NO3)2 aqueous solutions to uniformly disperse into the soil. To achieve an 

elevated Pb and Cu stress in the studied soils, seven treatments with final Pb or Cu contents of 0, 25, 50, 250, 500, 

2500, or 5000 mg kg−1 were prepared separately. Specifically, the soil samples were spiked with 200 mL of 0, 

1.206, 2.41, 12.06, 24.13, 120.6, or 241.3 mM Pb(NO3)2 aqueous solution as well as 0, 3.93, 7.87, 39.3, 78.7, 

393.4, or 786.8 mM Cu(NO3)2 aqueous solution, respectively. Accordingly, the risk screening values of Pb and 

Cu for the new soil environmental quality standard of agricultural land in China (designated GB 15618−2018) 

under a soil pH of 5.5–6.5 were 100 mg kg−1 and 50 mg kg−1, respectively. Contaminated soils were aged for 3 

months and their moisture contents in casks were adjusted daily to maintain a constant 70% of the water holding 

capacity. 

After incubation of the Pb and Cu contaminated soil, the soil samples were air-dried and weighed in a 

polyethylene pot (500 g pot−1) for the experiment. A detailed description of lettuce growth experiment is given in 

the Supporting Information (Text S1). The plants were harvested for analysis after 40 days of growth, when they 

had reached the mature stage and were ready to be consumed. 

2.2. Separation and analysis of subcellular fractions 

Fresh lettuce plants were washed with deionized water and divided into shoots and roots. Next, 4.0 g of lettuce 

shoots and 3.0 g of lettuce roots from each treatment were weighed and homogenized in a medium with 20 mL of 

250 mM sucrose, 1.0 mM dithioerythritol, and 50 mM Tris-HCl (at pH 7.5). The medium had been cooled to 4°C 

prior to the addition of homogenate. The homogenate was then filtered through a nylon cloth (80 µm), and the 
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residue was washed with 5 mL of the medium. The material collected on the nylon cloth (Wu et al., 2013) was 

adopted as the cell wall subcellular fraction (SV). Finally, the supernatant was separated according to Wu et al. 

(2013) into the plastid (SIV), nucleus (SIII), and mitochondrion (SII) fractions at 4°C using a refrigerated 

centrifuge (H2050R, Cence, China). The last supernatant was designated the soluble fraction (SI). All of the 

subcellular fractions of lettuce roots and shoots were freeze-dried and digested with a concentrated mixture of 

HNO3 and H2O2 (3 mL; 2:1 v/v) in a microwave digestion system (MDS-6, SINED, China). Lead and Cu 

concentrations were determined using inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (X 7, Thermo Fisher, USA). 

2.3. Analysis of plant and soil samples 

Before harvesting the lettuce, chlorophyll content was measured using a chlorophyll analyzer (SPAD-502 Plus, 

Konica Minolta, Japan). The chlorophyll content of the lettuce leaves on the 40th day of growth was measured 5 

times for each pot. After harvesting, several lettuce plants were randomly selected from each pot and divided into 

shoots and roots. The shoots and roots were dried in an oven at 105°C for 30 minutes and 70°C for 48 hours. The 

dried plant samples were ground and sieved (< 0.5 mm), and 0.3 g of each sample was weighed in a 

polytetrafluoroethylene digestion tube. The samples were then digested with a concentrated solution of HNO3 and 

H2O2 (6 mL; 2:1 v/v) in a microwave digestion system. 

In order to estimate the availability of the PTEs in the soil, 0.05 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 

was used (Liu et al., 2017). Soil pH was measured with a pH meter, using a mixture of soil and deionized aqueous 

solution (w/v ratio, 1:2.5) that was shaken for 30 min. The 1 M ammonium acetate (pH 7.0) method was used to 

determine the cation exchange capacity as well as the levels of several exchangeable mineral elements (i.e., K, 

Ca, Mg, and Zn) in the soil (Rayment and Higginson, 1992). The K2Cr2O7-heating method based on Bao (2000) 

was chosen to measure the content of soil organic carbon. Total phosphorus (Ptot), Pb, and Cu concentrations in 

the soil were determined according to an improved method based on Webb and Adeloju (2013) and Wu et al. 
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(2014). These concentrations were measured by digesting 0.1 g of soil samples (0.149 mm sieved) with 6 mL of 

solution (HNO3/H2O2/HF; 3/2/1 v/v/v) in a microwave digestion system (MDS-6, SINED, China). The 

temperature was maintained at 85°C for 3 min, 125°C for 6 min, and 150°C for 6 min. The soil total nitrogen (Ntot) 

was determined using a multi N/C analyzer (multi N/C 2100, Analytik Jena AG, Germany). 

Concentrations of Pb, Cu, and P in the digested solutions were measured using an ICP-MS. The translocation 

factor (TF) was used to evaluate the ability of plants to translocate Pb or Cu from the roots to the shoots using the 

following equation: 

TF = 100% × Cshoot/Croot, 

where C refers to the concentration of PTE in tissues (mg kg−1 DW), and shoot refers to stems and leaves (Wu et 

al., 2013). 

2.4. Micro-X-ray fluorescence (μ-XRF) analysis 

Thin longitudinal sections (50 μm) of lettuce seeds and seedlings were prepared on the 5th day after sowing 

and placed on Kapton tape for μ-XRF analysis. This was accomplished using the beamline 4W1B of the Beijing 

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF, China), which runs 2.5 GeV electron with a current ranging from 150 to 

250 mA. A detailed description of sample collection and preparation is found in the Supporting Information (Text 

S2). The data reduction and processing were performed using PyMca software (Solé et al., 2007). 

2.5. Statistical analysis 

Results were expressed on a dry weight basis (mean ± standard deviation of 3 replicates per treatment). The 

plant weight, chlorophyll of leaves, and concentrations of Pb and Cu in the tissues and subcellular fractions of 

lettuce under different treatments were analyzed via ANOVA (with a 95.0% confidence level) according to 

Tukey’s multiple-range tests (p < 0.05). Statistical analysis was carried out using SAS 9.1 software (SAS Institute, 

Inc., USA), and the figures were designed using Origin 8.0 software (Origin Lab, USA). 
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3. Results 1 

3.1. Growth of lettuce and its PTEs content under elevated Pb and Cu stress 2 

The photos and detailed descriptions of lettuce growth status during the seedling period (the 5th day after 3 

sowing) and the harvest period (the 40th day) under Pb and Cu stress are shown in Fig. S1 and Text S3 of the 4 

Supporting Information, respectively. There was a significant (p < 0.05) increase in the fresh weight of lettuce 5 

plants (yield) and the chlorophyll of leaves (SPAD value) at Cu concentrations of 250 mg kg−1 when compared to 6 

the control treatment, while only significant increase in SPAD value at the same Pb level (Fig. 1). Lettuce fresh 7 

weight significantly decreased from 28.3 to 2.62 g pot−1 and the chlorophyll of leaves decreased from 26.7 to 18.0 8 

with the increase in Cu level from 250 to 500 mg kg−1. The chlorophyll of leaves (SPAD) was significantly reduced 9 

from 25.9 to 22.9 and lettuce fresh weight was significantly reduced from 24.3 to 2.83 g pot−1 with the increase 10 

in Pb level from 500 to 2500 mg kg−1 (Fig. 1; Table S1). Therefore, a dose response phenomenon characterized 11 

by low-dose stimulation and high-dose inhibition was observed in the lettuce pot experiment under Pb and Cu 12 

stress, as shown in the “I,” “II,” “III,” and “IV” regions of Fig. 1. 13 

The Pb toxicity in lettuce appeared at higher concentrations (i.e., 2500 mg kg−1) than Cu toxicity (i.e., 500 mg 14 

kg−1) as Pb and Cu levels were increased in the soil (Fig. 1; Figs. S1C, D). The response curve of lettuce fresh 15 

weight to the total PTE content in the studied soil under elevated Pb and Cu stress can be well expressed via a 16 

quadratic polynomial model, as shown in Figs. 2a, b. The fitted models were demonstrated by plotting the 17 

measured weight of lettuce plants under Pb and Cu stress against the corresponding calculated values (Figs. S2A, 18 

B). The results revealed that the lettuce yield began to decrease when Pb and Cu contents in the studied soil 19 

reached 997.2 mg kg−1 and 212.1 mg kg−1, respectively (points A and C in Figs. 2a, b). Moreover, Pb and Cu 20 

contents in the soil were 2643.5 mg kg−1 and 525.4 mg kg−1, respectively, when the lettuce yield decreased to 0 g 21 

pot−1 (points B and D in Figs. 2a, b). 22 
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In terms of food safety policy, the tolerance limits for Pb and Cu in fresh leafy vegetables in China are 0.30 23 

mg kg−1 (GB 2762−2017) and 10 mg kg−1 (GB 15199−94), respectively. Concentrations of Pb and Cu in fresh 24 

lettuce shoots at the Pb level of 25 mg kg−1 and the Cu level of 50 mg kg−1 were 0.28 and 8.54 mg kg−1, respectively 25 

(Table S2); these values are below the tolerance limits in China. The changes in Pb and Cu concentrations in 26 

lettuce with increasing concentrations of total Pb and Cu in the studied soil can be modeled well via Equations (1) 27 

and (2): 28 

y = a + bx,         (1) 29 

y = e – c·dx,        (2) 30 

where a, b, c, d and e are constants of the fitting equations. 31 

The fitted models were found to be reliable (Figs. S2C, D). To reach the tolerance limits of Pb and Cu for leafy 32 

vegetables in China, we calculated that the total Pb and Cu concentrations of the studied soil would need to be 33 

65.1 and 89.9 mg kg−1, respectively (points E and F in Figs. 2c, d). 34 

3.2. Availability of Pb, Cu, and other mineral elements in the soil 35 

The EDTA-extractable Pb and Cu content in the studied soil before lettuce sowing increased with increasing 36 

Pb and Cu contamination levels (Table S3). A quadratic polynomial equation could well describe EDTA-37 

extractable Pb and Cu contents under different levels (Fig. S3). Although EDTA-extractable Pb content was higher 38 

than that of Cu in the studied soil at the same contamination level, EDTA-extractable Pb ion content was 39 

significantly lower than Cu ion content (Table S3). The EDTA-extractable Pb ion content (0.06 mmol kg−1 under 40 

a soil Pb concentration of 65.1 mg kg−1) was lower than Cu (0.53 mmol kg−1 under a soil Cu concentration of 89.9 41 

mg kg−1) at the food safety threshold value (points E and G in Fig. S3). However, the EDTA-extractable Pb ion 42 

content (3.53 mmol kg−1 under a Pb concentration of 997 mg kg−1) was higher than Cu (1.37 mmol kg−1 under a 43 

Cu concentration of 212 mg kg−1) when the lettuce yield began to decrease (points F and G in Fig. S3). The 44 
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exchangeable K, Ca, Mg, and Zn in the studied soil increased with increasing Pb and Cu contamination levels, 45 

while the pH values significantly decreased with increasing PTEs levels (Table S4). 46 

3.3. Distribution of Pb and Cu in plant tissue 47 

Lead and Cu concentrations in each shoot and root tissue increased significantly (p < 0.05) with increasing Pb 48 

and Cu levels in the soil (Table 1 and Fig. S4), with the exception of those at the Pb level of 25 mg kg−1 (p > 0.05). 49 

Before the lettuce was seriously poisoned, the maximum Pb and Cu concentrations in the shoots were 433 and 50 

300 mg kg−1 dry weight (DW), respectively, while the maximum Pb and Cu concentrations in the roots were 1789 51 

and 2353 mg kg−1 DW, respectively (Table 1). Copper concentrations in the lettuce tissues were higher than Pb 52 

concentrations at the same contamination levels. The Pb translocation factors (33.1%−23.6%) from the roots to 53 

the shoots slowly decreased with increasing Pb levels (Fig. S5). The Cu translocation factors (65.5%−12.7%), 54 

however, sharply decreased with increasing Cu levels (Fig. S5). 55 

3.4. Subcellular distribution of Pb and Cu in plants 56 

The Pb and Cu concentrations in the different subcellular fractions of lettuce increased with increasing Pb and 57 

Cu levels in the soil (Table S2). As the Pb level increased from 0 to 500 mg kg−1, the Pb concentrations in the 58 

supernatant soluble fraction, mitochondrion, nucleus, plastid, and cell wall fractions of the lettuce respectively 59 

increased by 132-, 63.3-, 37.8-, 85.6-, and 47.4-fold in shoots and 170-, 30.3-, 31.3-, 64.5-, and 103-fold in roots 60 

compared to the control. When exposed to 250 mg kg−1 of Cu, the Cu concentration in the soluble fraction, 61 

mitochondrion, nucleus, plastid, and cell wall fractions of the lettuce respectively increased by 3.1-, 5-, 10-, 3.4-, 62 

and 3.9-fold in shoots and 27.8-, 9.9-, 9.6-, 9.2-, and 23.6-fold in roots compared to the control. 63 

Moreover, the percentage of Pb in the soluble fraction increased from 29.4 to 50.7% in the shoots. As the Pb 64 

level increased from 0 to 500 mg kg−1, the percentages of Pb in the mitochondrion, nucleus, and cell wall fractions 65 

decreased from 17.6% to 14.6%, 23.5% to 11.6%, and 20% to 12.4%, respectively (Fig. 3A). In the roots, as the 66 
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Pb level increased from 0 to 500 mg kg−1, the percentages of Pb in the soluble fraction and cell wall fraction 67 

increased from 22.5% to 37.9% and 23% to 41%, respectively (Fig. 3B). In contrast, the percentages of Pb in the 68 

mitochondrion, nucleus, and plastid fractions in the roots were significantly reduced. 69 

As the Cu level increased from 0 to 250 mg kg−1, the percentage of Cu in the soluble fraction of shoots (Fig. 70 

3C) decreased from 51.4% to 42%, while the percentages of Cu in the mitochondrion and nucleus fractions 71 

increased slightly from 8.3% to 11% and 3.9% to 10.7%, respectively. When the Cu level increased from 0 to 250 72 

mg kg−1, the percentages of Cu in the soluble fraction and cell wall fraction of plant roots increased from 32.4% 73 

to 46.1% and 29% to 35.1%, respectively (Fig. 3D). The percentages of Cu in the nucleus, plastid, and 74 

mitochondrion fractions were slightly decreased, however. 75 

3.5. Distribution of Pb, Cu, and other elements in longitudinal sections of lettuce seeds and seedlings 76 

The distribution patterns of different elements in the longitudinal sections, as well as photos of seeds and 77 

seedlings under different Pb and Cu levels, are shown in Figs. 4–7. The Pb intensities over the entire longitudinal 78 

section of lettuce seeds under severe Pb levels (5000 mg kg−1; Fig. 4B) indicate that Pb was mainly distributed on 79 

the hypocotyl side (including the hypocotyl, shoot apex, and root apex) of seeds (region “a” in Fig. 4). In the 80 

cotyledon side region (including the cotyledons, endosperm, and seed coat) of seeds (region “b” in Fig. 4), Pb 81 

exhibited a more constrained distribution (Fig. 4B). Higher intensities of Mn, Fe, and Zn (Figs. 4E, F, H) were 82 

detected on the hypocotyl side (region “a”). However, K and Ca (Figs. 4C, D) exhibited higher intensities on both 83 

the hypocotyl side and cotyledon side of lettuce seeds. According to the Pearson correlation coefficient (Table S5), 84 

Pb was significantly correlated with other elements (R = 0.839** for Fe, 0.624** for Ca, and 0.603** for Mn) in 85 

lettuce seeds. The high Cu concentrations were distributed over almost the entire seed under severe Cu levels 86 

(2500 mg kg−1), although higher Cu concentrations were found on both the hypocotyl side (region “c” in Fig. 5B) 87 

and the cotyledon side (region “d” in Fig. 5) of lettuce seeds. Similarly, high intensities of K, Ca, Mn, Fe, and Zn 88 
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(Figs. 5C−G) were observed on the tops of the hypocotyl and cotyledon sides of lettuce seeds. Copper was 89 

significantly correlated with other elements (R = 0.874** for Mn, 0.663** for Fe, and 0.337** for Ca) in lettuce 90 

seeds (Table S5). 91 

High concentrations of K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Cu, and Zn (Figs. 6C−H) and low concentrations of Pb (Fig. 6B) 92 

accumulated in both the upper half (i.e., shoots) and lower half (i.e., roots) of lettuce seedlings (Fig. 6A) under Pb 93 

stress (50 mg kg−1). In the longitudinal section of shoots (Fig. 7a) of lettuce seedling under Cu stress (50 mg kg−1), 94 

high K, Ca, Cu, Mn, Fe, and Zn (Figs. 7a B−G) contents were found in the stem area (region “e” in Fig. 7a) and 95 

at the leaf edge. Weak intensities of Pb (Fig. 7a H) were detected in the shoots of lettuce seedling under Cu stress. 96 

In lettuce seedling roots (Fig. 7b) under Cu stress (50 mg kg−1), high intensities of K, Ca, and Zn (Figs. 7b C, D, 97 

G) were found in both the root hair zone (region “f” in Fig. 7b) and the stem area, while high intensities of Cu, 98 

Mn, and Fe (Figs. 7b B, E, F) were mainly detected in the root hair zone. Weak intensities of Pb (Fig. 7b H) were 99 

also observed in the young root hair zone and the young stems of lettuce seedlings under Cu stress. The distribution 100 

between Cu and Fe (R = 0.766** for Fe) was significantly related (Table S5). 101 

4. Discussion 102 

4.1. Lead and copper-induced hormetic effect and toxicity to lettuce 103 

The increased lettuce yield and leaf chlorophyll in response to low concentrations of PTEs (i.e., Pb and Cu) 104 

in regions “I,” “II,” “III,” and “IV” (Fig. 1) and the inhibition at high concentrations, indicate a hormetic effect 105 

(Shahid et al., 2017). The hormetic effect, a dose-response phenomenon characterized by low-dose stimulation 106 

and high-dose inhibition (Shahid et al., 2019), is commonly found in toxicological evaluations of biomedical 107 

applications (Calabrese, 2008; Shahid et al., 2019). A marked hormetic effect was found in a cultivation 108 

experiment of Jatropha curcas L. cuttings under soil Pb-stress (Shu et al., 2012). Shu et al. (2012) discovered that 109 

the leaf area as well as the chlorophyll a and b contents in cuttings all peaked at Pb levels of 100 mg kg−1. Similarly, 110 
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the root biomass of carrot attains the highest value at a Cu level of 200 mg kg−1 (Hou et al., 2018). 111 

The lettuce, grow in the studied soil at Pb or Cu level of 250 mg kg−1, might be regarded as visually healthy 112 

vegetable by people since the lettuce yield and leaf chlorophyll of these lettuce plants was higher than that of 113 

lettuce in the control treatment. The content of Pb (6.33 mg kg−1) and Cu (12.1 mg kg−1) in lettuce shoots, however, 114 

was 21.1- and 1.2-fold the tolerance limit for Pb (0.30 mg kg−1) and Cu (10 mg kg−1) in fresh leafy vegetables in 115 

China, where the significantly higher limit for Cu is caused due to its nutrient essentiality. Yuan et al. (2019) 116 

reported that long-term consumption of polluted vegetables (with PTEs exceeded the contamination limitations 117 

for food in China) grown in PTE-contaminated soils, especially cabbage and lettuce, are likely to increase 118 

carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic health risks. Thus, the health risk of Pb in the visually healthy lettuce was 119 

much higher than that of Cu under the same soil contamination level. 120 

In addition, our results revealed that the increase in yield and leaf chlorophyll of lettuce occurred over a larger 121 

range of Pb concentrations than Cu concentrations (Fig. 1). This may be primarily attributed to the higher 122 

extractable ion content of Cu than Pb in contaminated soil under the same severe PTE level. Thus, more damaging 123 

Cu ions would be taken up by lettuce plants than Pb ions. The excessively absorbed Cu and Pb ions may also 124 

interfere with various structural, physiological, and biochemical aspects of lettuce processes, thereby inhibiting 125 

the growth of the plant and sometimes resulting in plant death (Setia et al., 2018). Moreover, the toxicity of Pb 126 

and Cu also significantly affects the chlorophyll content in lettuce under severe PTE levels (Fig. 1), which inhibits 127 

plant growth (Ali et al., 2015). The mineral nutrients, e.g., K, Ca, Mg, and Zn, in soil that are exchanged and 128 

released by Pb2+ and Cu2+ (Table S4) under Pb (less than 2500 mg kg−1) and Cu level (less than 500 mg kg−1) may 129 

contribute to the hormetic effect of biomass and chlorophyll (SPAD) in lettuce. 130 

The PTEs concentrations in lettuce plants reach 3 levels after the PTEs absorption: the tolerance limit of PTEs 131 

for food safety, the level that initiates a decrease in lettuce weight, and the level that results in lettuce seed mortality. 132 
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Based on the fitted models (Figs. 2, S2 and Text S4), we suggest that the total Pb and Cu concentrations in the 133 

studied soil are 65.1 and 89.9 mg kg−1, 997.2 and 212.1 mg kg−1, and 2643.5 and 525.4 mg kg−1 for the 3 PTE-134 

loaded capacities of soil for growing lettuce, respectively, i.e., the PTE-loaded capacity that ensures food safety 135 

(PCEFS), the PTE-loaded capacity that limits yield (PCLY), and the PTE-loaded capacity that kills seeds (PCKS). 136 

The Pb concentration for the PCEFS in the studied soil was lower than 100 mg kg−1, which is the risk screening 137 

value for soil contamination of agricultural land at pH levels of 5.5−6.5 in China (GB 15618−2018). However, 138 

the Cu concentration for the PCEFS in the studied soil was higher than 50 mg kg−1, which is the risk screening 139 

value of Cu in China (GB 15618−2018). The Pb concentrations for the PCLY and PCKS in soil were nearly 2- 140 

and 5-fold the 500 mg kg−1 risk intervention value for soil contamination of agricultural land at pH levels of 141 

5.5−6.5 in China, respectively (GB 15618−2018). There is no risk intervention value of Cu in China. Nevertheless, 142 

the Cu concentrations for the PCLY and PCKS in the studied soil were approximately 4- and 10-fold the risk 143 

screening value of Cu in China (50 mg kg−1), respectively (GB 15618−2018). 144 

The food safety threshold and environmental lethal threshold of PTEs have been studied by several researchers 145 

(Ferri et al., 2015; Ding et al., 2015; Gomes et al., 2013). It assumes that when a certain study soil is chosen, the 146 

soil will have a specific capacity to load a PTE, since the elemental physicochemical properties of the soil are 147 

specific. Therefore, the PCEFS, PCLY, and PCKS values of a PTE for a particular crop in the study soil are also 148 

definite. This means that these PTEs capacities for a crop can be used to indirectly assess the contamination degree 149 

of the cultivated soil. 150 

The PCLY and PCKS values of Cu in the studied soil were far lower than those of Pb. This might be related 151 

to concentration of bioavailable Pb and Cu in the soil, the toxicity of Pb and Cu to lettuce as well as the capacity 152 

of the plant for Pb and Cu uptake. Copper is an essential element for plants; in contrast, Pb is an unnecessary 153 

element (Gruszecka-Kosowska, 2019). Consequently, Cu is largely taken up and transported by plants, while Pb 154 
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is mainly excluded by plants or accumulates in their roots (Table 1). Generally, a particular crop displays different 155 

tolerances to different kinds of PTEs (Hou et al., 2018). 156 

Soil properties, such as pH, cation exchange capacity, and organic matter, exert significant impacts on the 157 

content of available PTEs, i.e., the primary fraction of the PTEs uptake of plants from contaminated soils that 158 

affects the PTEs thresholds of plants in different soils (Ding et al., 2015; Wenzel, 2009). Our results indicated that 159 

the tolerance of lettuce to Pb and Cu was mainly affected by EDTA-extractable Pb and Cu ion content in the 160 

studied soil (Table S3 and Fig. S3). Soil pH values were significantly correlated with extractable PTEs contents 161 

in contaminated soil (Lu et al., 2017a). The higher the PTEs level in the contaminated soil, the lower the soil pH 162 

value (Table S4), which may contribute to the higher EDTA-extractable Pb and Cu in the soils under severe PTEs 163 

levels (Table S3). Moreover, available Pb exhibited a good correlation with Pb content in plants in contaminated 164 

soils (Ding et al., 2015). The lettuce plants could take up more extractable Pb and Cu ions in the contaminated 165 

soils under severe PTE levels until serious root damage occurred. 166 

4.2. Distribution and translocation factor of Pb and Cu in plant tissues 167 

The translocation factor (TF) of Cu in lettuce decreased significantly (from 65% to 13%) with increasing Cu 168 

levels, whereas the TF of Pb was maintained at a low level (23%−33%) under different Pb levels (Table 1). This 169 

might be related to the different absorption and transport mechanisms of Pb and Cu in lettuce. To our knowledge, 170 

soil water with dissolved PTEs can enter up to the parenchyma via the apoplast or enter into the cells via the 171 

symplast during the PTEs uptake of plant roots (Trakal et al., 2015). Once in the endodermis, the Casparian strip 172 

forces all of the water and PTEs to follow the intracellular pathway (across the plasma membrane) using the active 173 

or passive transport systems (Trakal et al., 2015). 174 

Copper uptake in root cells is passed through the symplast via active and passive transport, while Pb uptake 175 

is passed by the apoplastic pathway or via Ca2+-permeable channels (i.e., passive transport; Trakal et al., 2015). 176 
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The cell membranes of plants contain proteins known as “proton pumps” that regulate the flow of Cu ions into 177 

cells (Himelblau and Amasino, 2000). After Cu-uptake into the cell, copper chaperones (involved in intracellular 178 

transport) sequester Cu in a non-reactive form and interact with other transport proteins to transport Cu to the sites 179 

where plant metabolism is needed (Himelblau and Amasino, 2000). Therefore, Cu could easily be transported into 180 

lettuce shoots under a suitable Cu level. 181 

Kabata-Pendias (2011), however, reported that all of the elements are taken up passively when their 182 

concentrations exceed a threshold value, a situation that occurs in contaminated soils with high concentrations of 183 

PTEs. This means that under severe Cu levels, Cu would be forced to pass through a passive transport pathway 184 

into cells, making it more difficult to transport Cu into shoots (Trakal et al., 2013). Lead ions only move via 185 

passive transport systems (Trakal et al., 2013), exhibiting a low translocation factor in lettuce. Overall, 186 

accumulating PTEs (i.e., Pb and Cu) in the root tissues is a primary tolerance strategy in King 118 lettuce (Lactuca 187 

sativa L.) in response to elevated levels of PTEs. Moreover, the resistance to transfer in lettuce was higher for Cu 188 

than it was for Pb. 189 

4.3. Subcellular distribution of Pb and Cu in lettuce 190 

Although the absolute concentrations of Pb and Cu in each subcellular structure of lettuce roots increased 191 

significantly with increasing Pb and Cu levels, the relative contents (percentages) of Pb and Cu increased 192 

dramatically only in the cell wall and soluble fraction (Table S2). Approximately 80% of Pb and Cu in the roots 193 

accumulated in the cell wall and soluble fraction. This was consistent with the subcellular proportions of Pb (76%) 194 

in the cell wall and soluble fractions of pak choi roots at a Pb level of 200 mg L−1 and the proportion of Cu (86%) 195 

in the cell wall and soluble fractions of tomato seedling roots at a Cu level of 3.2 mg L−1 (Dong et al., 2013; Wu 196 

et al., 2013). A possible accumulation mechanism for Pb and Cu in roots is chelation via binding sites in the root 197 

cell walls (Trakal et al., 2015). Excessive Pb and Cu are then sequestered mostly by vacuoles within the cells 198 
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when passing through the plasma membrane in order to protect organelles from their toxicity (Megateli et al., 199 

2009; Wu et al., 2013; Sun and Luo, 2018). 200 

Surprisingly, under elevated PTE stress, Pb exhibited a sharp tendency to be sequestered in the soluble fraction 201 

of lettuce shoots; Cu, however, presented a slight tendency to be accumulated in organelles and nuclei (Fig. 3). 202 

Consistent with our results, Cu also tended to be accumulated in the chloroplasts and nuclei of Brassica napus 203 

leaves (cultivars Zheda 622) when Cu stress increased from 3.2 to 12.8 mg L−1 (Mwamba et al., 2016). A possible 204 

reason for this pattern is that high Cu stress easily induces significant harm to the architecture of thylakoid 205 

membranes in chloroplasts and nucleic acid in the nucleus, after which it accumulates in these cellular structures 206 

(Mwamba et al., 2016). 207 

Overall, the subcellular distribution of Pb in both roots and shoots indicates that lettuce may be actively 208 

restricting the accumulation of Pb in nuclei and organelles as a protective mechanism. This mechanism, however, 209 

was shown to exist under Cu stress in the roots of lettuce, but not in shoots. There may be a delay in the Cu stress 210 

response of shoots when compared to roots. Thus, lettuce can activate its defense systems in time to counter the 211 

toxicity of Pb under severe PTE levels but is delayed in its defense against the toxicity of Cu. This results in higher 212 

mortality of lettuce seeds under severe Cu levels when compared with Pb. This might be the reason that the 213 

positive effect on yield and leaf chlorophyll occurs over a wider range of Pb concentrations than Cu concentrations 214 

(see regions “I−IV” in Fig. 1). 215 

4.4. Visualized distribution of Pb and Cu in lettuce, toxicity, and transport mechanisms 216 

The distribution of Pb was significantly correlated with Ca in lettuce seeds (correlation coefficient, 0.624**) 217 

under Pb stress (Table S5), indicating that the transport of Pb might be closely related to Ca in lettuce since Ca2+-218 

permeable channels (a passive transport) is a primary pathway of Pb uptake (Trakal et al., 2015). The distribution 219 

of Cu was significantly correlated with Fe, Zn, and Mn both in seeds and seedling shoots under Cu stress. A major 220 
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reason for this might be that these elements are essential elements and all use similar active and passive transport 221 

systems during uptake (Trakal et al., 2013, 2015), despite the competition exists among the uptake of Cu and Fe, 222 

Zn, and Mn by plants. 223 

Based on the µ-XRF data of lettuce seeds (see Figs. 4 and 5), it was assumed that the mortality of lettuce seeds 224 

was primarily caused by the high accumulation of Pb and Cu in the radicle, resulting in cessation of radicle 225 

germination via damage to the cell division process from severe oxidative stress (Lamb et al., 2010). Previous 226 

studies have confirmed that high Pb and Cu stress impairs microtubule arrangements, damages DNA, and causes 227 

chromosomal aberrations of cells in the roots of corn and onion (Qin et al., 2015; Sun and Luo, 2018). 228 

A large number of Cu2+ ions can be reduced to Cu+ in cells under high Cu stress, since cells are capable of 229 

catalyzing the formation of hydroxyl radicals (OH·) to initiate oxidative damage (Gaetke and Chow, 2003). 230 

Although copper chaperones sequester Cu in a non-reactive form (Himelblau and Amasino, 2000), free Cu ions 231 

readily oxidize thiol bonds within proteins. This causes a disruption of their structure when Cu exceeds a threshold 232 

value in plants (Briat and Lebrun, 1999). Lead oxidative stress (near 300 mg L-1) may also induce membrane 233 

damage to the cells of plants by producing excess ROS (Venkatachalam et al., 2017). Excess ROS can cause 234 

oxidative cell damage and even necrosis in plants due to the interaction of PTE ions with biomolecules (Yin et al., 235 

2008). In conclusion, the toxicity of high concentrations of Pb and Cu to the radicles of lettuce seeds during 236 

germination is fatal. 237 

Copper could be transported rapidly throughout the entire seed using both active and passive transport systems 238 

since Cu is an essential element for plants (Trakal et al., 2013). We discovered that the radicles of dead seeds 239 

under severe Cu levels extended noticeably out of the seed bodies (Fig. 5). Moreover, the mineral nutrients (e.g., 240 

K, Ca, Fe, Mn, Cu, and Zn) involved in the metabolism of lettuce seed germination are preferentially and rapidly 241 

transported to the tip of the radicle and the tip of the cotyledon (Fig. 5), where metabolism is vigorous at levels 242 
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below the point of mortality. The radicles of dead seeds under severe Pb levels, however, barely protruded out of 243 

the seeds, while Pb, Fe, Mn, and Zn were only concentrated in the radicles of lettuce seeds (Fig. 4). We hypothesize 244 

that cells in lettuce seeds are more sensitive to the toxicity of Pb than Cu. In this scenario, the lettuce seeds died 245 

quickly under severe Pb levels, and there was not enough time to transport the mineral nutrient elements to the 246 

top of cotyledons, despite the fact that Fe, Mn, and Zn uptake uses active transport systems. The lettuce seeds died 247 

slowly under severe Cu levels, however, and there was enough time to germinate a radicle and transport mineral 248 

nutrients to the top of cotyledons. To our knowledge, this is the first report of spatial information on the migration 249 

and accumulation of PTEs and mineral elements in lettuce seeds. 250 

Abundant amounts of iron and manganese accumulated in the root hair zone (region “f” in Fig. 7b), an 251 

occurrence that may be related to the formation of iron plaques on the root surface of lettuce seedlings. Iron plaque 252 

easily forms on the root surface of wetland plants (Tai et al., 2018), and can significantly affect the sorption and 253 

immobilization of PTEs in the soil-plant system, even during the seedling period (Li et al., 2020). The distributions 254 

of Pb and Cu were clearly collocated with Fe/Mn plaques in the root hair zone, primarily due to the chelation of 255 

Pb and Cu. 256 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful method for exploring the intuitive mechanism of PTE 257 

toxicity to organelles in plant cells (Sun and Luo, 2018). In future studies of the PTE toxicity mechanisms in 258 

plants, we can use TEM, synchrotron radiation-based Fourier transform infrared (SR-FTIR), and XAFS 259 

spectroscopy to identify PTE species and their binding structures with sorption sites in plant tissues. 260 

5. Conclusions 261 

This study demonstrated that lettuce plants use vacuoles and cell walls to reduce the transport of Pb and Cu 262 

through their roots as a protective mechanism. High accumulations of Pb and Cu in the radicle result in the death 263 

of lettuce seeds under severe levels of PTEs, while radicle growth of lettuce seed was easier inhibited by Pb at 264 
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severe levels than Cu. The PTE-loaded capacity that ensures food safety of Pb (65.1 mg kg−1) in studied soil for 265 

lettuce was lower than that of Cu (89.9 mg kg−1), whereas the PTE-loaded capacity that limits yield and the PTE-266 

loaded capacity that kills seeds of Pb (997.2 and 2643.5 mg kg−1) were much higher than those of Cu (212.1 and 267 

525.4 mg kg−1). The health risk of Pb in visually healthy lettuce appeared to be higher than that of Cu under the 268 

same soil contamination level. We strongly recommend a strengthened food safety supervision and inspection in 269 

agricultural production to reduce the health risk of PTEs via visually healthy vegetables (with excessive PTEs 270 

content, however) intake. 271 
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Table 1 439 

Lead and copper concentrations (mg kg−1, DW) in the shoots and roots of lettuce 440 

PTE level 

Pb treatment Cu treatment 

Shoot Root TF (%) Shoot Root TF (%) 

0 5.73 ± 0.34d 17.4 ± 0.87d 33.1 ± 3.6a 78.0 ± 5.85d 118.8 ± 4.1d 65.5 ± 2.7a 

25 9.76 ± 0.49d 35.7 ± 2.14d 27.3 ± 1.5b 152.2 ± 17.5c 338.1 ± 20.5c 44.9 ± 2.4b 

50 56.3 ± 4.51c 201.4 ± 16.1c 28.2 ± 4.1ab 203.4 ± 13.6b 685.2 ± 19.9b 29.7 ± 1.1c 

250 210.9 ± 19.0b 892.7 ± 64.5b 23.6 ± 0.5b 299.9 ± 23.0a 2353 ± 81.6a 12.7 ± 0.5d 

500 432.7 ± 21.6a 1789 ± 89.5a 24.3 ± 2.4b -- -- -- 

Notes: Results are means ± SD; DW refers to dry weight. The translocation factor (TF) was used to evaluate the 441 

ability of plants to translocate Pb or Cu from the roots to the shoots using the following equation: TF = 100 × 442 

Cshoot/Croot, where C refers to the concentration of potentially toxic element (PTE) in tissues (mg kg−1 DW). Values 443 

within a column followed by the same letter do not differ significantly (Tukey’s multiple-range test, p = 0.05; number of 444 

replications per treatment = 3). 445 
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  447 

Fig. 1 (A) Weight of lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) plants and (B) chlorophyll content of lettuce leaves in studied soils with 448 

different Pb and Cu levels; regions “I,” “II,” “III,” and “IV” indicate the area between the value of the control treatment and 449 

the highest value, i.e., the hometic effect zone. The T-0, T-25, T-50, T-250, T-500, and T-2500 labels refer to contaminated PTE 450 

levels of 0, 25, 50, 250, 500, and 2500 mg kg−1 in soils, respectively. Different lowercase letters on the bar graph indicate 451 

significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05). 452 
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 454 

Fig. 2 (a−b) Lettuce plant weight with increasing Pb and Cu levels in contaminated soil, A and B show the yield decreasing 455 

concentration and lethal concentration of Pb for lettuce, while C and D show the yield decreasing concentration and lethal 456 

concentration of Cu for lettuce. (c−d) The PTE content in lettuce with increasing Pb and Cu concentrations in contaminated 457 

soil, E and F show the safety concentrations of Pb and Cu for lettuce. 458 
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 460 

Fig. 3 Subcellular proportions of Pb (A and B) and Cu (C and D) in shoots and roots of lettuce plants under different Pb and 461 

Cu levels; SI, SII, SIII, SIV, and SV refer to the supernatant soluble fraction, mitochondrion, nucleus, plastid, and cell wall of 462 

lettuce cells, respectively. 463 
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 465 

Fig. 4 (A) photo and (B−H) μ-XRF images of Pb, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Cu, and Zn distributions in longitudinal sections of dead 466 

lettuce seeds (poisoned to death) in response to Pb level of 5000 mg kg−1 in studied soil. These seeds were collected on the 5th 467 

day after sowing. Lower fluorescence intensities (corresponding to lower concentrations) tend toward the blue end of the color 468 

scale while higher intensities tend toward the red end of the color scale. 469 
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 471 

Fig. 5 The μ-XRF images of Cu, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Zn, and Pb distribution in longitudinal sections of dead lettuce seeds (poisoned 472 

to death) in response to a Cu level of 2500 mg kg−1 in studied soil. Samples were collected on the 5th day. Higher fluorescence 473 

intensities tend toward the red end of the color scale while lower intensities tend toward the blue. 474 
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 476 

Fig. 6 The μ-XRF images of Pb, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Cu, and Zn distribution in longitudinal sections of lettuce seedling in response 477 

to a Pb level of 50 mg kg−1 in studied soil. Samples were collected on the 5th day. Lower fluorescence intensities tend toward 478 

the blue end of the color scale while higher intensities tend toward the red end of the color scale. 479 
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 481 

 482 

Fig. 7 The μ-XRF images of Cu, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Zn, and Pb distribution in longitudinal sections of lettuce seedling (a) shoots 483 

and (b) roots in response to Cu levels of 50 mg kg−1 in studied soil. Samples were collected on the 5th day after sowing. Higher 484 

fluorescence intensities (corresponding to higher concentrations) tend toward the red end of the color scale while lower 485 

intensities tend toward the blue. 486 


